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Some of my readers
may know that I have
been spending a lot
of my time on what I
call the RIP
(Research Institute
Project). One day I
shall have to tell the
story but I think it
had best be kept
under wraps for some
time, like British
Cabinet papers. Watch this column
in 2020 for revelations. In the
meantime, I suppose the moratorium
has expired for what I know about
the founding of the European
Molecular Biology Laboratory, and
some of the more interesting lessons
learnt should therefore be committed
to paper now, before I forget them.
Setting up new institutes for
research reveals many cultural
dichotomies. Scientists feel that the
most important thing in a research
institute is research, so they want to
start with real people working on real
scientific problems at real benches.
They want the engine first; when
that is running, it can be put in the
car and the road to travel will be
obvious. They want to do things
bottom-up. 
Administrators, government
officials and company executives
think very differently. They want a
plan. Where will the institute be
sited? What directions will it work
on? How many research groups will
there be and how shall they be
organized? And, of course, what
ranks will we have, what accounting
procedures will we use, and so forth.
The administrators believe that once
there is a plan, all that is needed is a
few advertisements to find the
scientists. They want to do things
top-down. 
All groups planning research
institutes also have a scientific
advisory committee to advise them
on the science that might be done.
Meetings always follow the same
pattern. The chairman proposes that
we discuss the general scientific
directions. X strongly favours mouse
genetics, Y argues for Drosophila
development and Z proposes protein
crystallography. This is discussed at
length for several hours until Q
intervenes: “This is ridiculous. How
can we discuss scientific fields when
we don’t know who will be coming to
the laboratory?”. 
The chairman then proposes that
we talk about people and we all
agree. X suggests Dr A, well known
for his work in mouse genetics, Y, Dr
B, who works on development of the
Drosophila eye and Z tells us at
length how terrible everybody is in
the field of protein crystallography
except for one person whom
modesty forbids him from naming.
Once more Q intervenes: “This is
ridiculous. We are getting nowhere.
How can we discuss people when we
don’t know what scientific fields we
want in the institute?”. The
chairman therefore proposes that we
move to a discussion of research
directions, and so we have the
classical paradox — which comes
first, the scrambled egg or the
minced chicken? 
It is hard enough to start an
institute in one country, but try
starting it with several different
countries. All of us do the same
science but French, English and
German scientists, for example, have
very different views about how one
goes about doing things. No German
is willing to move unless the
Institute has been clarified for all
time in its full cosmological
perspective. And no Frenchman will
accept anything that has not been
written down and shown to follow
rationally from a few fundamental
declarations. It is only the Anglo-
Saxons who are prepared to have a
go, to see what will happen and let it
evolve without too many rules. The
Theory of Natural Selection could
not have been formulated in any
other cultural context.
In order to probe these cultural
differences I have formulated a
gedanken experiment which can be
transformed into a real one at any
time we can get funding for the
research. The leading actor is a very
important scientist — perhaps a
Nobel laureate — who gives a
lecture to a scientific audience in
different countries. In the middle of
the lecture he removes his trousers
and continues to the end. The
question is, how does the audience
respond? Here are some conjectures. 
In England: it will be totally
ignored. Some may privately note
that it is a useful way to emphasize a
point in a lecture and may put it to
future use. 
In France: after a short while, a
man dressed in uniform will enter
and ask the lecturer to leave. 
In Germany: the entire audience
rises and takes off their trousers (or
equivalents).
In Italy: after a few seconds the
lecturer realizes that his trousers
have been stolen.
In America: a few minutes pass
followed by the statement of the
obvious “Hey man, he’s taken off his
pants!”
In Japan: no reaction but after the
lecture someone will come up to the
lecturer and say “Ah, very good. But
only in Kyushu they take off trousers
in that style. Here, in Kyoto, we do it
this way”.
The response in other countries
is left to the reader.
Actually, like all good theories, this
one is based on a preliminary
experiment. Years ago when I visited
Japan, I discovered the useful word
gotcha-gotcha, which means mess,
anarchy or chaos, among other things.
In a lecture in Kyoto, I introduced it to
describe one of my slides. The
audience did not stir but at the end of
the lecture, someone came up to me
and said: “Ah, very good. But only in
Kyushu do they say gotcha-gotcha in
that way. Here, in Kyoto, we say . . .”
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